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A home mirrors the passion, style and aspirations of its inhabitants. 

The choice of furniture, its function and materials speaks volumes 

about who we are. This is why we, at VOX, believe that the freedom  

of choosing and creating your own space belongs only to you, since 

freedom begins at home. Everyone should be themselves at home.

Now you can realize your dreams of an elegant interior  

with the Frame collection.
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A TIMELESS
INTERIOR
Frame is a collection for people who dream to have 
both an elegant interior and furniture that will last 
long years. Thanks to its universal color palette we 
have managed to achieve a timeless visual effect 
whereas the solid materials and construction will 
grant the furniture’s durability. The backlit display 
cabinets liven everything up with a warm glow.
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Extendible tableBroad bookcase

FOR ANY OCCASION
Within the Frame collection, you will be able to 
decorate your sitting and dining room. The marriage 
of black with natural wood colors will give the 
interior an elegant look. Backlit forms will grant a 
unique mood. 

In such an interior, you will always have a nice time 
with your friends and family.
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THOUGHTFUL  
AND PRACTICAL
Frame is perfect for both small and spacious rooms 
because its particular pieces come in different sizes. 
It’s up to you whether the doors open left or right. 

The chest of drawers looks great from every angle  
so you can use it to divide your interior.

The shelves on the side and three spacious drawers 
will keep everything tidy and at handTall, right chest of drawers
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Large coffee table

COMFORT  
COMES FIRST
Everyone has a different space at hand, and yet, 
everyone dreams to feel comfortable at home.  
The Frame collection is perfect for any interior  
while arranging the sitting area.

A functional design of the tables will give you freedom  
to save space by placing one under the other.

Small coffee table
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FREEDOM OF CHANGE
Thanks to sliding doors, you can decide what will  
be on display in the open spaces and what will be 
hidden. At any time you can move the doors  
and your bookcase will always look elegant.

Broad bookcase
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RTV stand available in two sizes

ORGANIZED CAPACITY
A spacious RTV stand will accommodate for the 
needs of any music lover. Precise divisions and 
spacious shelves will fit the sound system and 
records. The culvert at the back of the stand will 
untangle the problem of loose wires. 

The black metal legs can be adjusted to a height  
you will find comfortable.
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Extendible table

COZY OR WELCOMING
The Frame table will fit in a small space, inviting 
everyone for a tasty morning. In the evening,  
when the guests arrive, it can be extended so  
that it will fit up to 14 people.
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JUST THE TABLE  
YOU NEED
Extending the table is easy and comfortable thanks 
to the mechanism of guiding rails. In three steps you 
will extend it to a needed size.

Extendible table
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All legs needed for extending the 
table are originally hidden in one 
another.

The table can be extended 
using extra insertions, each of 
which is 60cm wide. The starting 
dimensions of the table are:

All the extending insertions are 
hidden inside the table.
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ATMOSPHERIC  
AND ELEGANT
Backlit display cabinets can give your interior a sophisticated 
atmosphere thanks to the warm light tones. It’s something 
that will surely impress your guests. 

The cabinets can be put together with one another  
or with a bookcase for an enhanced effect.

The system is equipped with soft close glass doors.  
The discreet LED lighting will fill your interior with  
a warm glow. 

Display cabinet
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YOU CAN BE  
A DESIGNER TOO!
Check out our original platform for creating and arranging 
interiors - VOXBOX. It’s a simple and intuitive on-line app for 
designing interiors. Try out different furniture layouts and see 
how they can be positioned in your rooms. Post your project 
and share it with your friends and family.

How to design using VOXBOX?
Start by giving the room’s dimensions and doors and windows 
positions. Then choose the color of your walls. Next you can 
decide which VOX collection you want and which particular 
furniture pieces. Place them according to your ideas and 
don’t worry - VOXBOX will let you know if a given position is 
impossible. Save your project to your account so that you can 
get back to it later and make changes. You can also generate 
a printable photo. Your project can be shared with other 
VOXBOX users or on social media.
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Right display cabinet
W80/D46/H211 сm

Small hanging shelf
W75/D20/H20 сm

Large hanging shelf
W75/D20/H40 сm

Large coffee table
W63,5/D63,5/H47 сm

Small coffee table
W45/D45/H32 сm

Extendible table
W130-310/D90/H78 сm

Narrow right combi set
W115/D46/H116,5 сm

Narrow left combi set
W115/D46/H116,5 сm

RTV stand 150
W150/D46/H60 сm

RTV stand 180
W188/D46/H60 сm

Broad combi set
W129/D46/H98 сm

Broad combi set
W198/D46/H98 сm

Broad bookcase
W150/D46/H211 сm

Narrow left bookcase
W80/D46/H211 сm

Narrow right bookcase
W80/D46/H211 сm

Create your space as you want.  
Find inspiration or ready solutions at
voxfurniture.com

Left display cabinet
W80/D46/H211 сm
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